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Mission statement

SCRIPT-ed is an online, international, interdisciplinary and multi-lingual forum for articles, reports, commentaries, analysis, case and legislation critiques, and book reviews pertaining to law and technologies in the broadest sense.
Studies indicate that online journals have wider circulation and are more cited than more prestigious journals.

A study of 119,924 conference articles in computer science found that the most cited articles were significantly most likely to come from journals available online than from offline journals by an average 336%.
Another study has found that online journal publishing is economically sustainable under the present system.

Revenue obtained by each published article from the publisher is equal to the cost of producing the article, which removes the economic recuperation justification.

“The monetary cost of the time that scholars put into the journal business as editors and referees is about as large as the total revenue that publishers derive from sales of the journals.”
Some stats

- 2002: 317 (20 law journals)
- 2003: 550
- 2005: 1300 (42 new journals every month).
- 20% of all journals started since 1999 are OA journals.
- Cost per article of traditional journals: $8 USD.
- CPA of OA journals: $3 USD.
Business model of an OA journal
Berlin Declaration on OA

• “We define open access as a comprehensive source of human knowledge and cultural heritage that has been approved by the scientific community. […]”

• Open access contributions include original scientific research results, raw data and metadata, source materials, digital representations of pictorial and graphical materials and scholarly multimedia material.”
Other definitions

• “Open access” (OA) is free online access. OA literature is not only free of charge to everyone with an internet connection, but free of most copyright and licensing restrictions. OA literature is barrier-free literature produced by removing the price barriers and permission barriers that block access and limit usage of most conventionally published literature, whether in print or online.”

Peter Suber
So, what is open access?

- Is it scientific data?
- Is it peer-reviewed data?
- Is it “any literature” offered online for free?
- My proposal: Any sort of material that is offered online with a permissive licence (“some rights reserved”). This would make all of the other “open” movements a species of open access.
Open access movement
Open access licences

- Work should be offered for free online in its entirety, or at least a substantial part.
- Right to read, download, copy, distribute, print, search, or link to the content.
- Attribution of authorship is favoured.
- All licences vary after these main principles.
CC baseline rights

- Licensors retain their copyright;
- Fair use not affected by licence.
- Licensees will have to obtain specific permission to perform one of the acts restricted by the licence.
- Copyright notices should not be removed from all copies of the work.
- Licensees cannot use DRM.

- Every copy of the work should maintain a link to the licence.
- Licensees cannot alter any terms of the licence.
- Licensees are granted the right to copy, distribute, display, digitally perform and make verbatim copies of the work into another format.
- The licences are irrevocable.
CC options

- **Attribution**: The work is made available to the public with the baseline rights, but only if the author receives proper credit.

- **Non-commercial**: The work can be copied, displayed and distributed by the public, but only if these actions are for non-commercial purposes.

- **No derivative works**: This licence grants baseline rights, but it does not allow derivative works to be created from the original.

- **Share-Alike**: This is based on copyleft principles. Derivative works can be created and distributed based on the original, but only if the same type of licence is used, which generates a viral licence.
Moral rights

- **Right of attribution**: The author has the right to be identified as the author of the work.
  - must be asserted in the licence specifically.

- **Right to integrity**: Author has the right to object to derogatory treatment of the work.
  - To invoke this right, the author must prove prejudice or damage to honour or reputation.
  - Can be waived in the licence.
highlighted License Terms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BY:</th>
<th>Attribution. The licensor (MIT) permits others to copy, distribute, display, and perform the work. In return, licensees (you) must give credit to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the original author(s) of the material you use.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Noncommercial. The licensor permits others to copy, distribute, display, and perform the work. In return, licensees may not use the work for commercial purposes — unless they get the licensor’s permission.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Share Alike. The licensor permits others to distribute original or derivative works, but only under a license identical to the one that governs the licensor’s work. Derivative works are OCW materials that have been edited, translated, combined with someone else’s materials, reformatted, or changed in any other way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exceptions. In rare instances, certain elements (selected photos, graphs, text quotes) in OCW have been licensed from others outside MIT. You must get permission from the copyright owner to copy, distribute, display, or perform an element that is accompanied by this notation: ‡ Restricted Use.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MIT Open Courseware licenses its copyrighted work to you on the terms of the Creative Commons-Open Courseware license found here:

Legal Code (the full license)
GNU Free Documentation License (GNU FDL)

- Shorter, clearer and more concise than the software General Public License (GPL).
- Right to copy and distribute the work in any medium, either commercially or non-commercially, provided that the licence is included and © notices kept.
- Viral: all derived works must be licensed using the GNU FDK.
SCRIPT-ed Open Licence (SOL)

This Work is offered under the terms and conditions of the SCRIPT-ed Open Licence (the Licence). The Author retains all assignable intellectual property rights over the Work, and grants the User the rights hereby stated. By using the Work, the User explicitly accepts to be bound by these terms and conditions.

1. Definitions

"Work": the text subject to this Licence.
"Author": the person(s) who created the Work.
"User": the person who reads, copies, issues copies of the work, translates, displays, performs or broadcasts the Work.
"Modification": any change to the Work, including changes to the punctuation and the order of the Work.
"Adaptation": a work that is based substantially on the original Work, or that includes the Work in its entirety.
"Commercial Use": any reproduction of the work distributed to the public for the purpose of monetary reward by any means of exploitation.
"Publication": any issue of copies of the Work to the public by any means.

2. Grant of Licence

The Author hereby grants the User the rights to copy, issue copies of the Work to the public, translate, display, perform and broadcast the Work for strictly non-Commercial Use, unless in doing so the User infringes any of the conditions included in the Licence.
Licensing choices

- Standardisation vs. customisation?
- International vs. national?
- Specific definition or make up your own?
IANAL.
Application of dodgy legal principles.
Misunderstanding of the basic law.
Americanisation of licensing.

But beware...

But beware...
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